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Abstract
Pheromones play a critical role in shaping societies of social insects, including honey bees, Apis mellifera. While diverse
functions have been ascribed to queen- and worker-produced compounds, few studies have explored the identity and function
of male-produced (drone) compounds. However, several lines of evidence suggest that drones engage in a variety of social
interactions inside and outside of the colony. Here we elucidate the chemical composition of extracts of the drone mandibular
gland, and test the hypothesis that compounds produced in these glands, or a synthetic blend consisting of the six main
compounds, mediate drone social interactions in and out of the colony. Drone mandibular glands primarily produce a blend of
saturated, unsaturated andmethyl branched fatty acids ranging in chain length from nonanoic to docosanoic acids, and both gland
extracts and synthetic blends of these chemicals serve to attract drones outside of the hive, but do not attract workers inside the
hive. These studies shed light on the role drones and drone-produced chemicals have on mediating social interactions with other
drones and highlight their potential importance in communicating with other castes.
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Introduction

Pheromones play a critical role in mediating social interactions
and organization in honey bee, Apis mellifera L., colonies.
Chemical communication regulates interactions between larvae
and adult workers (Pankiw et al. 1998b), among workers (Thom
et al. 2007), between the queen and workers (Pankiw et al.
1998a) and between the queen and drones (Gary and Marston
1971; Slessor et al. 2005) (and see Grozinger 2015 for a
comprehensive review of honey bee pheromones). Within this
social network, males have remained relatively understudied in

terms of chemical production and the potential for male-
produced compounds to play a role in driving social interactions.
This is likely due to the long standing assumption that the social
role drones play in the colony is limited primarily to the con-
sumption of colony resources and secondarily to reproduction,
since few drones ever successfullymate (Boomsma andRatnieks
1996; Tarpy and Nielsen 2002). However, several studies have
documented worker-drone (Boucher and Schneider 2009), and
drone-drone (Lensky et al. 1985; Villar et al., unpublished
results) interactions, all of which are, or may be, facilitated by
drone-produced compounds, suggesting a larger role for drone
pheromones in broad social contexts.

Studies have found that drones in a colony interact with
workers and the queen, and these interactions are likely through
chemical communication. First, drones and workers regularly
engage in trophallaxis, which is likely critical for drones to
obtain nutritional resources, as they do not consistently feed
themselves and risk starvation in the absence of rearing by
nurses (Free 1957). Second, we have recently found that drones
perceive and respond to the queen pheromone 9-ODA (9-oxo-
2-decenoic acid) inside the colony (Villar and Grozinger 2017),
where exposure to 9-ODA has primer effects on drone physi-
ology and behavior. 9-ODA is spread through the colony via
worker-worker interactions (Naumann et al. 1991), and this is
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likely the mechanism by which drones contact it, since there do
not appear to be any direct interactions between drones and the
queen (Villar, personal observations). Third, Boucher and
Schneider (2009) recently characterized a specialized worker
nursing stage that preferentially targets sexually immature
drones with a vibratory signal. Drones receiving this signal
(as opposed to those that do not) tend to be younger and sub-
sequently increase their food solicitation from workers. How
nurses might tailor their behavior to target specific drone age
groups remains unknown, but it has been suggested that a
drone-produced, odor-mediated mechanism could facilitate
targeted worker-drone interactions (Wakonigg et al. 2000).
However, this has yet to be demonstrated.

Drone-drone interactions are less well characterized. We
have observed a consistent tendency for drones to find and
tightly aggregate with each other while inside a colony (Villar,
personal observations; also see Supplementary Fig. 1). The na-
ture and implication of this behavior remain uncharacterized,
though it is possible that drone-specific olfactory cues may
support the formation and maintenance of these aggregations.
Additionally, there is evidence that drone chemical signaling
may mediate interactions, specifically aggregations, among
drones outside of the colony. Sexually mature drones fly out
of the colony and aggregate at specific drone congregation areas
(DCAs) with other drones. Here they wait for virgin queens to
arrive, at which point they scramble to mate with her (Ruttner
and Ruttner 1972). Because the location of a DCA is stable over
time, it has been hypothesized that drones locate them primarily
by following specific features in the landscape (Galindo-
Cardona et al. 2015). However, it has also been demonstrated
that extracts from drone mandibular glands (DMG) or groups of
live drones can attract other flying drones within apiaries
(Lensky et al. 1985) and non-flying ambulating drones
(Brandstaetter et al. 2014), suggesting an alternate chemically
mediated mechanism for the formation and/or maintenance of
DCAs and drone consexual attraction.

The mandibular glands are one of the few exocrine glands in
drones that have been found to be present and active, to have
their ultrastructure characterized, and to have demonstrated bio-
logical activity outside of the colony (Lensky et al. 1985).
Interestingly, the mandibular gland in workers and queens is
the source of multiple pheromones that function to regulate col-
ony organization (Slessor et al. 1990; reviewed in Grozinger
2015, Slessor et al. 2005), suggesting the DMG could also be a
potential source of pheromone if functionality is conserved
across sexes. To ascertain whether drone interactions with
workers (inside the colony) and other drones (outside the colony)
are potentially mediated by a drone-produced mandibular gland
pheromone, we elaborated on the work of Lensky et al. (1985),
first by characterizing the components of the DMG and then by
testing the biological activity of natural DMG extracts as well as
a synthetic blend, comprising the primary components of the
DMGs, inside and outside of the hive.

Methods and Materials
General Bee Rearing These studies were performed during the
summer of 2015 and 2016 at the research apiaries of
Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) and the
research laboratory at the I. Meier Segals Garden for
Zoological Research at Tel Aviv University (Ramat Aviv,
Israel). Drones were reared in standard colonies according to
standard practices (Connor 2009). Briefly, eight frames of
drawn drone comb foundation were introduced into the brood
nest of 8 colonies in advance of experiments. This facilitated
the laying of a large number of drone eggs and the rearing of
large numbers of drone brood, which would reach sexual ma-
turity in just over a month (Winston 1991).

For the attraction studies and collecting drones for extract
formulation, colonies with previously introduced drone comb
were checked for the presence of a large adult drone popula-
tion. The sexual maturity of drones in these colonies was
confirmed by visually observing the entrance of these colonies
for large numbers of drones leaving and returning frommating
flights, and also by waiting until the first generation of drones
emerging from introduced drone comb were at least 12 d old,
an age at which drones are expected to be fully sexually ma-
ture and at which point they have already begun to make
consistent mating flights (Laidlaw and Page 1996; Ruttner
and Ruttner 1976; Villar and Grozinger 2017).

Extract Preparation Sexually mature drones were collected
from entrances of colonies with introduced drone comb as
drones returned from flights. Drones were collected on wet
ice and dissected in molecular grade water, at ambient tem-
perature, within 3 hr of being collected. For each drone, the
paired mandibular glands were separated from the mandible at
their base and gently extracted in 100 μl of diethyl ether.
Glands were extracted for 24 hr under dark, ambient condi-
tions, after which the solvent was decanted from the tissue and
stored at 4 °C until use. The glands from 20 drones were
extracted to produce an individual aliquot of natural extract
for behavioral assays; the number of extracts tested is provid-
ed in the description of the assays below.

The extract for GC/MS (coupled gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry) analysis was obtained similarly but consisted of
the extracted glands of 40 sexually mature drones (80 glands
total). Extract was gently evaporated under a nitrogen stream
and the residue silylated by reaction with 5 μl of BSTFA (N,O
bis-trimethylsilyl-trifluoroacetamide) (Sigma Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) for 2 hr. Following this, the sample was
reconstituted in 100 μl of analytical grade hexane and ana-
lyzed by GC/MS. Note, an internal standard was not included
in order not to obscure volatile peaks; we thus favored infor-
mation on total number of compounds over quantification.

Drone Mandibular Gland Extract Characterization GC/MS
analysis was conducted on the gland extract and control (sam-
ple containing only solvents and reagents in gland extracts, but
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no glands) on an Agilent 7890 GC with a 5975C quadrupole
MS equipped with an Agilent HP-5MS column (30 m ×
0.25 mm, 0.25 μm phase thickness). The temperature program
used was 40 °C for 2 min, then an increase of 15 °C.min−1 to
305 °C, which was held for 5 min Initial compound identifica-
tion was carried out using the National Institute of Standards
and Technology’s mass spectral library and confirmed using
comparisons with mass spectra of analytical standards when
available, and/or deduction using established compound frag-
mentation rules and retention indices. Peak integration was per-
formed using ChemStation software (Agilent Technologies
Inc., Santa Clara, CA) to identify the number of compounds
present in extract and assess relative quantities of each com-
pound based on peak area (calculated as the area of a given
peak relative to the total area of all identified peaks). Peaks
present in the control and/or identified as solvents, reagents or
contaminants were excluded from this analysis.

Attraction Assays: Outside the Colony Drone flyways (Loper
et al. 1992), or corridors that drones use consistently to travel to
and from their colony’s apiary, were identified. An adjacent field
(~40m from the closest apiary) between two flyways was select-
ed for the attraction assays. Whatman paper discs (42.5 mm
diam.) were impregnated with 20 drone equivalents of drone
mandibular gland extract (collected from 40 glands) or 100 μl
of a solvent (diethyl ether) control. The solvent was allowed to
evaporate and the discs placed in a 16-gauge wire mesh cage,
which was immediately hoisted 10 m above the ground using
telescoping poles. Lures were set up 20 m apart and were video
recorded individually for 10 min. Individual cameras (SONY
HDR CX-440) were set up 5 m from the base of each pole and
were focused on each lure, such that lures appeared in the middle
of the 2 m× 2m field of view. Field of viewwas determined and
standardized by framing a 2 m× 2 m area so that it filled the
entirety of the camera’s field of view at a predetermined zoom
and distance (the same distance between the lure and the camera).
Field assays were repeated seven times, each time with a new
extract and with the positions of control and extract lures rotated.
The videos were observed frame by frame, for 1 min, at the tenth
minute of the assay. We quantified attraction at this time point in
order to allow the odorants on impregnated lures a reasonable
amount of time to evaporate and recruit nearby drones. The
number of drones coming within 2 m of a lure (long-range
attraction) and reorienting in response to the lure (short-range
attraction) was recorded. Honey bees navigating a biologically
relevant odor plume will often reorient in an attempt to re-align
themselves to track an odor source (Ikeno et al. 2014); hence, we
used this behavior to identify detection and short-range attraction
to the contents of a lure.

Synthetic blends were similarly tested and analyzed. We hy-
pothesized that one or more of the most abundant compounds in
the drone gland might be responsible for a portion of the biolog-
ical activity previously attributed to the DMG extract (Lensky

et al. 1985). Because honey bee pheromones are often complex,
multi-component blends of compounds, we composed a blend
consisting of amixture of the six compounds found in the highest
amounts in the mandibular gland extract (listed in Figs. 1 and 2,
and hereafter termed ‘primary gland components’). Their relative
quantities, as found in gland extract, were used to create a blend.
Lures were impregnated with a solvent control or 300 μg of this
synthetic blend, a quantity we believe to be high and representa-
tive of a considerably higher release rate than the amount present
in the glands of 20 drones, the quantity of natural extract tested.
Synthetic blend assays were repeated seven times and long- and
short-range responses assessed as before.

Attraction Assays: Inside the Colony Attraction of workers to
natural DMG extract versus a solvent control was tested in a
colony setting. A three-frame queenright observation hive was
set up in a dark shed, with workers allowed to exit and forage
through an entrance tube connected to a window. All drones
were removed from the observation hive. To test worker attrac-
tion to DMG extracts, small squares ofWhatman paper (2 cm ×
2 cm) were impregnated with 100 μl of a given treatment
(constituting 20 drone equivalents or a solvent control), the
solvent allowed to evaporate, and the squares then pinned onto
a central brood frame, where nurses might be expected to spend
most of their time. The observation hive was closed and the two
lures were video recorded for 10min under dark conditions (red
light). The total number of workers antennating or licking each
treatment lure were documented for 1 min, and scored at the
tenth minute of recording, as in the field lure experiments. In-
colony attraction assays were repeated 15 times using workers
from three unrelated colonies.

Statistical Analyses Summed counts at each observation inter-
val for each treatment per replicate served as the raw values
for our analysis and were treated independently (as in
Grozinger et al. 2007; Keeling et al. 2003; Wossler and
Crewe 1999). Attraction count data were analyzed using a
Wilcoxon Rank Sums test, due to multiple parametric test
assumption violations of the data for the outdoor attraction
assays, and an ANOVAwith colony and treatment as factors
for the in-colony assays, since these data satisfied assumptions
of normality and variance. JMP 9.0.2 (SAS Institute Inc.) was
the statistical software used for all analyses.

Results
Drone Mandibular Gland Extract Characterization In total, 47
identifiable peaks, representing (excluding bisphenol A as a
possible contaminant) 46 compounds were detected in the
DMG extract (Figs. 1 and 2, Supplementary Table 1). The
majority of identified compounds corresponded to saturated,
unsaturated and methyl branched fatty acids. In addition, there
was a series of even chain alcohols, ranging from hexadecanol
(C16) to tetracosanol (C24), accompanied by minor amounts
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of various sugars, two monoglycerides, monopalmitin
and monostearin, and cholesterol. Identified compounds
represented ~65% of the total number of peaks in the
gland extract.

The six primary components (found in the highest relative
proportions and presented as relative quantities) found in the
DMGs were hexadecanoic (10.5), 9-octadecenoic (9.4),
octadecanoic (3.6), 9-hexadecenoic (3), tetradecanoic (1.7), and
pentadecanoic (1.0) acids. These served as the basis for the syn-
thetic blend we prepared and tested in field attraction studies.
Note that sugars were omitted from the synthetic blend because
we suspected that a possible source of their origin could have
been from spillage of crop contents during gland dissection.

Attraction Assays Previous studies evaluated the attraction
of drones to DMG extracts in semi-field conditions within
apiaries (Lensky et al. 1985). However, drone congrega-
tion areas tend to be distant from apiaries where there is a
much lower population of drones. To evaluate attraction
to DMG extracts under more natural conditions, we iden-
tified drone flyways (Loper et al. 1992), or corridors that
drones consistently use to travel to and from their apiary.
We set up attraction assays adjacent to these flyways,
outside of the apiaries.

Significantly more drones were recruited over long range
by natural gland extracts than by the control (Fig. 3a;
Wilcoxon Rank Sums X2(1) = 7.2639, p = 0.007), consistent
with previous findings (Lensky et al. 1985), which found
drone attraction to DMG extracts within an apiary. However,
short-range responses to natural extracts did not differ from
that to the control (Fig. 3b, Wilcoxon Rank Sums X2(1) =
0.935, p = 0.334). Long- and short-range responses of drones
to the synthetic blend were greater than those elicited by the
control (Fig. 3c, LR, Wilcoxon Rank Sums X2(1) = 9.91,

p = 0.0016; Fig. 3d, SR, Wilcoxon Rank Sums X2(1) = 5.65,
p = 0.0175). We did not observe a single instance of a drone
making contact with a lure in any of our trials.

In-colony assays revealed that worker attraction or interest
did not seem to be facilitated by the DMG extract of sexually
mature drones (Fig. 4, ANOVA F (5,29) = 1.519, p = 0.2213;
N = 15 trials replicated across 3 colony sources). Effects of
treatment (p = 0.2680), colony (p = 0.2567) and treatment x
colony (p = 0.2014) were not significant.

Discussion

We identified 46 compounds in the mandibular glands of
drone honey bees. Of these compounds, saturated and unsat-
urated fatty acids were present in the greatest quantities and
thus represent the primary compounds of the glands of sexu-
ally mature drones. Natural extracts of DMGs recruited drones
over long distances, as did a synthetic blend comprising the
six most abundant compounds. The synthetic blend also elic-
ited more short-range responses from drones than a solvent
control, in contrast to our observations of natural extract, for
which we found no such difference. This suggests that the
compounds in the synthetic blend are biologically active, with
the increased attraction observed due, perhaps, to the use of
higher quantities compared to the DMG extract. Further stud-
ies are needed to evaluate inter-individual differences in con-
centration and proportions of compounds within the DMG,
whether there are changes to the blend profile within the
DMG during maturation, and how variation in chemical quan-
tity influences responses. We did not discern worker differ-
ences in response to DMG extracts versus a solvent control
within the colony.
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Fig. 2 Compounds identified in
the honey bee drone mandibular
gland. Compounds are arranged
in order of increasing relative
quantity. Retention times (after
silylation) are given in
parentheses. Fatty acids
constituted the majority of
identified compounds.
Contaminants and sugars have
been removed for brevity. The six
compounds produced in highest
relative quantities in the gland
were fatty acids, in a
10.5:9.4:3.6:3:1.7:1 ratio to each
other; this ratio was used to
formulate a synthetic blend
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Biosynthesis within the DMG occurs in early adult life and
ceases by the time that mating flights are initiated (Lensky
et al. 1985). This suggests that compounds are stored in the
mandibular glands and are released during subsequent mating
flights. Our results support this model, since we found a di-
verse assortment of compounds in the glands of 2-week old,
sexually mature drones taking mating flights. Our earlier stud-
ies (Villar and Grozinger 2017) found that drones in our pop-
ulations initiate flights when 7–8 d old, while previous studies
have shown that drones initiate mating flights when they are
6–10 d old (Howell and Usinger 1956; Fukuda and Ohtani
1977; Rowell et al. 1986; Rueppell et al. 2006); this suggests
the drones in the current study had been sexually mature for
several days.

Our results also confirmed that DMG extract attracts
drones over long distance. Lensky et al. (1985) found that
DMG extracts from drones of unspecified age could at-
tract drones from within an apiary. Our results expand on
this work by showing that the extracts from sexually ma-
ture drones are biologically active, and that the DMG
extract attracts drones outside of (relatively congested)
apiaries or DCAs. This is interesting in light of long-
held theories that suggest a drone-produced pheromone
could be partly responsible for the formation and/or main-
tenance of mating congregations (Gerig 1972; Lensky
et al. 1985; Brandstaetter et al. 2014; Bastin et al.
2017). Such a mechanism might require drones to detect
and track odor cues from other drones while taking nup-
tial flights and traveling between their colonies and mat-
ing sites, and outside of their congested home apiaries.

Previous studies have described in-hive, worker-drone
social interactions that appear to be age-dependent
(Boucher and Schneider 2009) and focused on young
drones. We tested worker attraction to DMG extracts
and found workers to respond similarly to extracts and
the control. This may be due to several factors. Workers
may not use DMG compounds to mediate their interac-
tions with drones; rather, drone cuticular hydrocarbon
profiles may serve as a better indicator of drone age and
status (Wakonigg et al. 2000). We also tested the extract
of sexually mature drones, which may differ in profile and
function from that of immature drones. Finally, DMG
compounds may not be relevant to a typical nurse but
rather, to the nurses that specialize in interacting with
drones (Boucher and Schneider 2009), which could have
resulted in low response rates in our relatively small,
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drone-less observation hives. Indeed, sensory bias as a
function of worker behavioral state is a well-established
phenomenon in honey bees (Pham-Delègue et al. 1993;
Grozinger and Robinson 2007; Villar et al. 2015).

Having confirmed the biological activity of whole DMG ex-
tracts on drones, we tested a synthetic blend of the six most
abundant compounds in the gland to determine if these were
similarly effective at attracting drones over long and short dis-
tances. We found that this synthetic blend elicited more long-
and short-range responses from drones compared to solvent
controls (Fig. 3c, d). Though we did not quantify the amounts
of each of the gland components, we assume that the quantities
of synthetic compounds we tested were relatively high, as the
DMG is very small and likely produces small amounts of these
compounds. Though amounts of the compounds used were
high, likely representingmore than 20 drone equivalents of these
compounds (the amount tested in our natural extract studies), it
is not necessarily unnatural, as DCAs might contain numbers of
patrolling drones in the thousands (Koeniger et al. 2005).

In testing both long- and short-range responses, we
aimed to refine our understanding of how the detection
or production of DMG compounds might be adaptive
and function in a natural setting. Long-range responses
might indicate that drones could be using DMG cues to
confirm the presence of a DCA and maintain their pres-
ence within this area over long periods of time, as they
wait for a virgin queen. Though the production of an
aggregation pheromone by drones could result in in-
creased competition, it could also be adaptive if virgin
queens are also using similar cues to locate DCAs and/
or are more strongly attracted to large drone aggregations
(Bastin et al. 2017). On the other hand, short-range re-
sponses might indicate the need for drones to discern each
other when in close proximity, either to gauge competition
when actively pursuing a queen or to differentiate be-
tween a queen and other drones, an active process that
must constantly take place during the scramble to mate
with a queen. Indeed, we did not encounter a single in-
stance of a drone making physical contact with any lure,
which also suggests a distinctly different function for
drone-produced compounds outside of the colony than,
for example, a queen sex pheromone might have.

The compounds in the DMG are found in a variety of insect
taxa utilizing fatty acid-derived semiochemicals (Blum 1996;
see Keeling et al. 2004 for a detailed summary of
hymenopteran semiochemicals). Interestingly, some
(hexadecanoic, 9-hexadecenoic, octadecanoic, and 9-
octadecenoic acids) of the six primary DMG components are
found in the mandibular glands of queen honey bees and some
even fluctuate with queen physiological state (Engels et al.
1997; Richard et al. 2007; Niño et al. 2013), which suggests
that they may contribute to the biological activity of the man-
dibular gland in honey bees.

Though we have confirmed that DMG extracts elicit long-
range responses from drones and that similar long- and short-
range responses can be elicited by a blend of these com-
pounds, we are hesitant to classify these DMG compounds
as a pheromone. Having found a suite of biologically active
compounds in the mandibular glands of sexually mature
drones, the contexts in which these compounds are secreted
are still unknown and will need to be elucidated before a
function can be ascribed. Identifying whether drones secrete
the contents of the DMG on their way to and/or at mating sites
will be valuable in understanding whether they are using
chemical cues in addition to landscape cues to arrive at and
maintain a presence at congregation areas. Though it has been
shown that virgin queens can detect drone odors (Bastin et al.
2017), determining whether virgin queens are attracted to the
same chemicals as drones will also yield insights into their
function and adaptive significance. Future studies should also
evaluate how drone-produced compounds may mediate social
interactions within a colony.
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